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Tensor Voting Guided Mesh Denoising
Mingqiang Wei, Luming Liang, Wai-Man Pang, Jun Wang, WeishiLi and Huisi Wu

Abstract—Mesh denoising is imperative for improving imper-
fect surfaces acquired by scanning devices. The main challenge
is to faithfully retain geometric features and avoid introducing
additional artifacts when removing noise. Unlike existingmesh
denoising techniques which focus only on either first-order
features or high-order differential properties, our approach
exploits the synergy when facet normals and quadric surfaces
are integrated to recover a piecewise smooth surface. In specific,
we vote on surface normal tensors from robust statistics to guide
the creation of consistent subneighborhoods subsequentlyused
by moving least squares (MLS). This voting naturally leads to
a conceptually simple way that gives a unified mesh denoising
framework for not only handling noise, but also enabling the
recovering of surfaces with both sharp and small-scale features.
The effectiveness of our framework stems from 1) the multi-
scale tensor voting which avoids the influence from noise, 2)the
effective energy minimization strategy to searching the consistent
subneighborhoods, and 3) the piecewise MLS (pMLS) which
fully prevents the side effects from different subneighborhoods
during surface fitting. Our framework is direct, practical, and
easy to understand. Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods
demonstrate its outstanding performance on feature preservation
and artifact suppression.

Note to Practitioners-3D sensing and scanning devices are
widely used to capture digital surfaces of real objects and scenes
in many scenarios. However, due to occlusion, motion, multiple
reflections, etc., the captured data often suffer from severe
contamination with noise, significantly hindering its practical
applications. Therefore, it is indispensable to remove noise prior
to further processing, which is commonly referred to as mesh
denoising. Mesh denoising is a long-standing problem, and
remains open in academic as well as industrial applicationsdue to
its challenging nature. The state-of-the-art methods either fail to
retain most of the original features presented in the objectwell,
or cannot avoid additional artifacts, such as vertex drifts. In
contrast, we design a denoising framework aiming at improving
the quality of the raw surface by producing a mesh with better
perceptual features. The technique developed here can produce
high-quality surface data of real objects and scenes, which
would facilitate the modeling, reconstruction and recognition
applications in Computer-Aided Design, Reverse Engineering, 3D
Printing and Computer-Aided Manufacturing.

Index Terms—Mesh denoising, multi-scale tensor voting, piece-
wise moving least squares (pMLS), consistent subneighborhood,
feature-preserving.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Constructing mesh surfaces by 3D scanning has become
commonplace nowadays. However, noise will usually creep in
during the process of data acquisition and digitization, due to
different levels of measurement errors and computational er-
rors [1], [2]. Thus, mesh denoising is always an inevitable step
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to eliminate or reduce these aversive impacts on downstream
applications and human perception.

However, the problems of over-smoothing and additional
artifacts (e.g, feature blurring, shape distortion, and vertex
drifts) are commonly found in many existing denoising ap-
proaches. This is typically caused by the direct application of
denoising process on the whole mesh homogeneously, as well
as non-uniformly sampling of the surface. The consequences
are loss of features and introduction of additional artifacts in
the denoised mesh.

Many attempts on mesh denoising therefore try to identify
features mimicking low-level human visual system cues, like
detecting discontinuities on surfaces [5], [6]. Then, these
feature regions are preserved as much as possible during
denoising. Sharing the similar idea and framework of solu-
tion, we developed a novel approach of mesh denoising that
combines feature detection with an optimization based surface
fitting and smoothing step to suppress the additional artifacts.
Our approach can faithfully handle non-uniformly sampled
object surfaces as well.

Our method tries to solve two technical challenges that are
difficult to achieve with any one/two-step denoising methods.
One is to identify vertices as features and non-features from a
noisy mesh. The other is the proper recovery of mesh surface
on both feature and non-feature regions.

The special care on feature regions of the mesh during
noise removal implicitly imposes the geometry assumption
that the underlying surface of a noisy mesh is piecewise
smooth rather than smooth everywhere. Recent researches on
vertex classification on surface meshes are mostly based on the
similar assumption, and have shown encouraging results which
are consistent to human perception [7] in feature identification
with the use of normal tensor voting [8], [9]. Based on
these promising works, we extend the normal tensor voting
to a multi-scale version for better classifying feature regions
from noisy mesh. The multi-scale voting is performed in a
manner similar to an existing vertex classification method [10]
proposed for point clouds.

After the classification, it is obvious that non-features lie
within piecewise smooth regions, while features lie on inter-
sections of these regions based on the above-mentioned geom-
etry assumption and human perception. However, the output
from multi-scale normal tensor voting are distinct labeling
on vertices. It is more desirable to link neighboring vertices
with consistent labeling, so that each consistent neighborhood
represents a piecewise smooth patch. This is essential for
subsequent procedures on noise removal, as we can now apply
better smoothing strategy on vertices with the same nature
together. By using an energy minimization strategy derived
from eigenvalue variations of the normal tensor voting, we
can easily search the consistent neighborhood based on the
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Fig. 1. Comparison of denoising approaches on a mesh with irregular surface sampling and added by impulsive noise (σE = 0.7). Our algorithm behaves
well on the high-level noise especially when irregular surface sampling exists. From left to right: the ground truth; the noisy model with wireframe rendering,
solid rendering (bottom-left), and three regions of irregular surface sampling are highlighted; the denoised resultsof Wu et al. [3] with parameters(50, 5),
Zhang et al. [4](0.2, 80, 10, 1), and ours.

clustering technique presented in [11].
Unlike many existing denoising methods which process

neighboring vertices solely based on their locality closeness,
we perform the surface fitting technique, i.e., Moving Least
Squares (MLS), only within isotropic regions. Applying fitting
on these isotropic regions separately brings us advantagesin
the capability of integrating the first-order features and high-
order differential properties for obtaining artifact-free denois-
ing results. It is inspired by the observations that 1) the first-
order normal variations can better describe surface variations
than vertex position variations [12]; also 2) the quadric surface
is a higher order and more accurate approximation of the
local geometry which can better preserve mesh volume and
local surface curvatures [13]. The pMLS surface fitting method
is therefore able to (1) produce smooth surface from noise
effectively, (2) preserve sharp features, and (3) robustlyhandle
non-uniformly sampled surfaces.

A series of experiments are preformed to demonstrate
the practicality of our proposed method. Our algorithm
behaves well on feature preserving while removing noise
as shown in Fig. 1. More visual and numerical evaluations
and comparisons with existing techniques can be found
in the result section of this paper. In summary, our main
contributions are three-fold:
• We first introduce the consistence between the piecewise
smoothness assumption and the human perception used for
mesh denoising.
• We describe a multi-scale normal tensor voting for vertex
classification and an energy-based scheme for consistent
subneighborhood searching to guarantee mesh denoising
performed within isotropic regions for feature preserving.
• We employ surface fitting techniques to avoid introducing
additional artifacts, such as vertex drifts and shape distortion.

II. RELATED WORK

Mesh denoising remains active due to its challenging nature,
and few techniques can be efficient for all meshes so far.
Early methods are often independent to surface geometry,
such as [14], [15], [16], [17], which inevitably lead to feature
blurring. To remove noise while keeping geometry features
better, several new types of methods are proposed in recent
years, as presented in the remainder of this section.

Anisotropic Geometric Diffusion: Varieties of mesh de-
noising approaches [18], [19], [20], [21], [22] are mostly
inspired by scale space and anisotropic diffusion in image

processing [23]. The anisotropic diffusion in 2D grids is
adapted to anisotropic geometric diffusion on 3D surfaces with
feature preservation. They can achieve high-quality results, as
Jones et al. [24] indicate that, due to depending on shock
formation, these methods suffer from the numerical stability
of the diffusion equations, however.

Two-Stage Method: Taubin [25] proposes a two-stage
linear isotropic mesh filter, which filters facet normal field
first, and then adjusts mesh vertex positions to agree with
the new normal field. Similarly, other researchers, like Ohtake
et al. [26], Yagou et al. [27], [28], Shen and Barner [29],
Sun et al. [30], [31], also adopt the two-stage framework. As
indicated by Wei et al. [11], these approaches merely consider
the normal similarity, while overlooking the spatial similarity
between the facets that is also vital for feature-preserving
normal filters. In brief, these two-stage approaches are efficient
and easy to implement. However, they can hardly eliminate
inter-influence of different geometric structures during normal
filtering which lead to feature blurring.

Multi-Stage Method: Fan. et al. [32], Wang et al. [33], Zhu
et al. [34], Wei et al. [11] propose a multi-stage framework
based on feature detection and normal filtering, which can
better preserve features at various scales than two-stage meth-
ods. However, these efforts are still based on the traditional
two-stage framework which cannot completely overcome the
disadvantages mentioned above.

Bilateral Mesh (Normal) Filter: Fleishman et al. [35] and
Jones et al. [24] independently extend the bilateral filter [36]
to denoise the mesh by directly adjusting vertex positions.In
general, both of them move the noise-free vertices. Lee et
al. [37], Zheng et al. [38], Solomon et al. [39] and Zhang et
al. [40] apply the bilateral filter on the facet normals instead
by defining different normal similarity functions. However, the
normal similarity functions can either be corrupted by noise
or not avoid inter-influence from distinct geometries, leading
to unsatisfactory results.

Sparse Optimization: Recently, some efforts consider that
sharp features are usually sparse on general mesh surfaces.
For example, He et al. [41] employL0 norm to minimize the
curvature of a surface except at sharp features, and Wang et
al.[42], Wu et al.[3] performL1 optimization to recover sharp
features. Zhang et al. [4] combine total variation and piece-
wise constant function space for variational mesh denoising.
Generally, an accurate estimation of the differential geometric
properties is vital for these methods. As known, higher order
derivatives are sensitive to large-scale noise, which usually
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Fig. 2. Algorithm overview: from an input model, we first classify mesh vertices into four types using the multi-scale normal tensor voting, i.e.,corner (red
points),sharp edge(blue points),transitional (white points), and un-renderedface vertices. Then, for each vertex we segment its neighborhoodinto distinct
consistent subneighborhoods (rendered with different colors for the selected corner vertices in the image). Finally,the MLS surface fitting is performed on
each subneighborhood (e.g., onsk andsj respectively), and the new position ofvi, i.e.,v′i, is calculated by averaging the projection points ofvi onto sk and
sj , i.e., pij andpik. The procedure is iteratively executed until the hausdorffdistance between two successive surfaces is less than a pre-defined threshold.

leads to poor denoising results.
Surface Reconstruction from Noisy Data:Mesh denoising

is also related to feature-preserving/recovering surfacerecon-
struction from noisy data. Due to the fact that 3D models
usually contain complex structures comprising higher-order
surfaces, multiple structure detection techniques are proposed
to estimate surface normals based on robust statistics [13],
[43], [44]. For example, Fleishman et al. [13] propose a
robust moving least squares (RMLS), which is based on the
forward-search paradigm, to project points and sample the
intersection of surface patches from two sides of a sharp
feature. By disregarding outliers during surface fitting, the
method is inherently capable of removing noise and recovering
sharp features. Additionally, it may reduce the smoothing
effect of the traditional MLS projection and improve numerical
stability. However, the drawback is that all points are clustered
independently, which possibly results in situations wherenear-
by points do not grow to identical subneighborhoods, leading
to jagged edges. An improved RMLS (iRMLS) is proposed
by Sheung et al. [43], which evaluates surface normals by
the maximum density power estimator (MDPE). The method
can fit a surface corresponding to less than half of the data
points and fit data with multiple structures. It uses heuristic
to estimate the noise scale, which however requires point
clouds to be densely sampled and without varying thickness.
Huang et al. [44] employ local optimal operator (LOP) to
preserve sharp features by anisotropically projecting points
to local L1 median according to point orientations. All of
these methods can produce less than satisfactory results, e.g.,
erroneous normal estimates, near sharp features as a resultof
severe noise and under-sampling.

Tensor Voting: While tensor voting in images has been
extensively studied [7] [45], there is little work on tensor
voting of 3D surfaces. This is despite the fact that 3D surfaces
become ever more widespread and have myriad applications.
In particular, Tsuchie et al. [46] present a saliency-sensitive
Laplacian operator for mesh denoising. Park et al. [47] pro-
pose a feature-aware filter for point-cloud surface denoising.
However, our proposed framework is different from both of
them. We present a cascaded denoising framework (multi-scale

tensor voting, clustering, pMLS) for dealing with challenging
situations, such as irregular surface sampling.

III. OVERVIEW

In this paper, we present a feature-preserving mesh denois-
ing algorithm that combines vertex classification, consistent
subneighborhood searching, and surface fitting techniques.
We apply these techniques sequentially with each of which
depends on the preceding one, forming a cascaded operation.
Since the denoising framework is induced by the tensor voting,
i.e., the aforementioned three steps are tightly cascaded,we
call it tensor voting guided mesh denoising. At the top level,
we perform the following steps, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
1. Vertex Classification. We classify vertices on a noisy mesh
into corner, sharp edge, transitional and face vertices by the
normal tensor voting[9]. In order to better detect features on
the noisy model, we use the voting in a multi-scale pattern.
[10].
2. Consistent Subneighborhood Searching. We perform the
subneighborhood searching by defining an energy function
derived from eigenvalues of the tensor voting, and adopting
the clustering technique presented in [11].
3. Piecewise MLS. The MLS is performed independently
on all consistent subneighborhoods of each vertex, therefore,
sharp features are preserved gracefully. We name this operation
piecewise MLS (pMLS).

Due to different levels of noise, performing a single iteration
of steps1 − 3 often does not lead to satisfactory denoising
results. Like most previous mesh denoising methods, we keep
repeating steps1 − 3 until all vertices are stable, i.e., the
hausdorff distance between two successive denoising surfaces
is less than a user-defined threshold.

IV. V ERTEX CLASSIFICATION

Recently, researchers [48], [9] adapted the tensor voting
[49] to meshes with 3D geometry and topology. They define
the normal tensor voting for a mesh vertexv as the sum of
weighted covariance matrices from its 1-ring facet neighbors:

Tv =
∑

fi∈Nf (v)

µfiV
i
f , (1)
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Fig. 4. Single based schemevs multiple based scheme. The first row shows the vertex classification results, the second row shows the segmentation results
based on the tensor voting, and the third row shows the denoising results by pMLS for a given iterations. The last column gives the ground truth and final
results for both single and multiple schemes.

Levels of noise gradually decrease under our denoising framework

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5. The feature measurement of three distinct points that one belongs to an edge (point0 exactly lies on the intersection of the left half part and theright
half part), and two belong to a plane (point1 is closer to sharp edges, followed by point2) on a cube with different sampling in the left and the right parts.
From (a) to (d) show noise-free model, and models corrupted by Gaussian noise withσ = 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, respectively. The horizontal axis represents the
number of facet rings around the central point, and the vertical axis is the corresponding feature measurement. We can robustly distinguish distinct types of
mesh vertices under the iterative scheme of our denoising method.

Fig. 3. 2D examples of the tensor estimation. The top row shows tensors
of the points sequentially lying on a plane, a corner and in the vicinity of
a corner using different scale of neighborhoods. The bottomrow also shows
the tensors, but with noise on the points.

whereNf(v) denotes the set of 1-ring facets (triangles) around
v, µfi is a weight function, andV i

f represents the tensor
product defined by the unit normal vector of facetfi.

A. Normal Tensor Voting

According to the three decreasing eigenvaluesλ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
λ3 ≥ 0 of Tv, mesh vertices can be classified into three types
[48], [9]:
a. Face (i.e., non-feature):(λ1 − λ2) is dominant.
b. Sharp edge:(λ2 − λ3) is dominant.
c. Corner:λ3 is dominant.

The above principle are accurate on high-quality surface
meshes when using the normal tensors of 1-ring facets of the
central vertex. It can detect almost all feature vertices interms
of the aforementioned rules. However, surface meshes are
often contaminated by noise during the acquisition, storage,
and transmission stages. In addition, meshes are possibly
sampled non-uniformly. For instance, the planar region with
low curvature is approximated by larger triangles, while the
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curved region with high curvature consists of relative smaller
triangles. These factors would weaken the performance of
the traditional non-scale-aware tensor voting, such that some
noisy vertices are classified as features, while some other
features may not be detected. Thus, in the cases of noise
and/or irregular surface sampling, the multi-scale selection of
the neighborhood becomes important to vote for the central
vertex.

Fig. 3 illustrates the voting analysis in 2D. We show clean
curves in the top row (a-c), and corresponding noisy curves
in the bottom row (d-e). Three points with different types are
selected: one (a and d) on a plane, one (b and e) at a corner,
and one (c and f) in the vicinity of a corner, respectively. The
arrows and ellipses (in red or blue) denote the voting tensors
that span areas of distinct scales of the black-circled points. In
each sub-figure, the blue ellipses denote the tensor estimated
in a small area, while the red ellipses denote the tensor in
a relatively larger area. From the top row, one may observe
that the scales make no difference to the tensors when the
points are located on a plane (a) or at a corner (b), but the
tensor would vary with respect to the area scale when the
point (c) is close to a corner. From the bottom row, due to
noise, one may observe a little different results. The small
scale (blue) incorrectly considers the plane point (d) as a
feature, and the corner point (e) as a non-feature. In such
a case, a large scale (red) is apt to yield the right tensors.
In contrast, the large scale (red) incorrectly considers the
plane point (f) near a corner as a feature. In this situation,
we can obtain the right tensor with a relatively small scale.
From (d-f), the scale of the neighborhoods would influence
the tensor estimation in the presence of noise. In conclusion,
when surfaces suffer from noise, careful selection of the scale
becomes vital to accurately estimate the tensor. Similarly,
when processing the vertices close to features (sharp edges
and corners), a careful selection of the scale is also vital.Good
classification results are important for subsequent processes as
shown in Fig. 4. Multi-scale normal tensor voting can reduce
the misclassifications, leading to better segmentations and final
denoising result than the traditional single-scale scheme.

B. Multi-Scale Analysis

In general, a small scale is used to identify detailed struc-
tures, but it is sensitive to noise. As the scale increases,
more neighbors within a wide range are taken into account,
such that the large scale tensor filters out noise, but also the
detailed structures. We know that the aforementioned vertex
classification rules are dependent on the scale selection in
the case of noise. Thus, a scale-adaptive neighborhood serves
as a tradeoff between features and noisy non-features. It is
impossible that the real geometry of an unknown surface data
can be gained in advance. We therefore adopt a heuristics to
obtain an optimal scale to achieve the tensor voting process.
We herein define a new feature measurementΩ using the
eigenvalues: we put eigenvaluesλ1, λ2 and λ3 into a vector
and normalize this vector (named eigenvalue vector), and

defineΩi of a pointvi as

Ωi = 0.4715−

√

(λ1 − λ)2 + (λ2 − λ)2 + (λ3 − λ)2

3
, (2)

whereλ = (λ1+λ2+λ3)/3. Actually, theΩi is equal to zero
for a face vertex, and the magnitude increases for vertices
gradually turning to sharp features. For instance, theΩ of a
cube model is illustrated in Table 1.

TABLE I
EIGENVALUE VECTOR AND Ω OF A CUBE MODEL

Type λ1 λ2 λ3 Ω
Face. 1. 0. 0. 0.
Edge. 0.7071 0.7071 0. 0.3334

Corner. 0.5774 0.5774 0.5774 0.4715

Our heuristics starts from an initial scaler1, i.e., 1-ring
facets incident to the central vertex. We then iteratively expand
the scale to the next ring vertices untilΩrm

i of vertex vi at
the current scalerm (m ≥ 2) is sufficient to indicate whether
the vertexvi is a feature or a nonfeature. To this end, we
employ two pre-defined thresholdsΩ− < Ω+. If Ωrm

i ≥ Ω+,
we classifyvi as a feature and stop the scale expansion; if
Ωrm

i ≤ Ω−, we classifyvi as nonfeature and also stop the
scale expansion; otherwise ifΩ− < Ωrm

i < Ω+, we attempt
an optimal scale by examining the feature measurement’s
variation from the previous scale to the current scale. Fig.
5 shows a cube model with dense sampling in the left half
and sparse sampling in the right half (a), and sequentially
corrupted by different levels of Gaussian noise (b-d). Three
representative points are selected, in which point0 lies on a
sharp edge (i.e., sharp edge vertex), point1 lies on a plane but
in the vicinity of a sharp edge (i.e., transitional vertex),and
point 2 also lies on a plane but much farther to the sharp edge
(i.e., face vertex). Notice that, in case of small noise (a-b), as
the scale increases, the feature measurement of the point with
local structure being a sharp edge (point0) remains the same,
and the point whose local structure is a face (point2) also
remains steady (scale≤2) unless more neighbors (scale≥3)
from other structures participate into the tensor voting; in the
case of large noise (c-d), the situation is a little different where
the feature measurements of point0 and point2 are somewhat
influenced by noise as the scale increases. But the defined
feature measurement is still robust to classify mesh vertices in
features and nonfeatures. In addition, it is worth noticingthat,
no matter small or large noise is added onto the cube model,
the feature measurement of point1 in the vicinity of the sharp
edge varies a lot since the neighbors from other structures
participate into the voting processing quickly as shown in (a-
d). If a large increment in the feature measurement is observed,
we stop the scale expansion, i.e., the point considered is a
transitional point close to a feature region. Otherwise, the scale
expansion continues until the terminal condition is satisfied.
In our implementation, we pretend that the large increase is
whenΩrm

i > τΩ
rm−1

i and usually set the thresholdsΩ−, Ω+,
and τ to be 0.03, 0.13 and 1.4 respectively, which produces
satisfactory results for all experiments.
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The normal tensor voting at scalerm+1 can be constructed
as

Trm+1
(v) = Trm(v) +

∑

fj∈N△rm+1

µfjV
j
f , (3)

whereTrm(v) is the voting at scalerm according to Eq. 1,
the setN△rm+1

is newly added facets at scalerm+1, i.e.,
N△rm+1

= Nrm+1
/Nrm . The weight function used in Eq. 1

is originally defined as [9]:

µfi =
A(fi)

A(f)max
· exp(−

||cfi − vi||

max(||cf − vi||)
), (4)

where A(f)max represents the maximum area of all facet
areasA(fi) from the vertex’s 1-ring facets,max(||cf − vi||)
denotes the maximum distance between the barycenters of the
1-ring facets and the vertexvi, which controls the rate of the
exponential decay by pushing the weight enhancement of the
facet with a shorter distance from the central vertex. Because
we use multi-scale neighbors, the weight function is modified
as

µfi =
A(fi)

A(f)maxm

· exp(−
m · ||cfi − vi||

maxm(||cf − vi||)
), (5)

where m is the number of facet rings around vertexvi,
A(f)maxm

represents the maximum area of all facet areas
A(fi) from the vertex’smth-ring facets, andmaxm(||cf−vi||)
denotes the maximum distance between the barycenters of
the mth-ring facets and the vertexvi. By adding the number
m in the formula, inner-ring neighborhoods tend to have
more contributions to the tensor voting than the outer-ring
neighborhoods. This is based on the obvious fact that facets
with larger areas but farther to the central vertex should have
less contributions to the tensor voting than the facets with
smaller areas but closer to the central vertex do.

By observing Eq. 3, it only needs to compute the newly
included facets at the current scale, then adds the correspond-
ing tensors to the voting constructed at the previous scale.
Therefore, the multi-scale voting does not require redundant
computation so that it is asymptotically identical to the com-
plexity of the single scale voting. Algorithm 1 shows the
pseudocode of the multi-scale normal tensor voting.

Now, we have classified vertices on a noisy mesh as nonfea-
ture, transitional and feature vertices. A further classification
for feature vertices into sharp edge and corner vertices is
required, which is useful in our mesh denoising procedure.
Here we use thek-means clustering [50] to complete the
further classification. In our case, thek-means clustering is
performed to integrate each feature vertex to the closest cluster
to minimize the within-cluster sum of feature measurementΩ:

min(

k
∑

j=1

∑

vi∈NΩ(j)

||Ωvi − CNΩ(j)||), (6)

whereNΩ(j) denotes a set of data points in thejth cluster and
CNΩ(j) is the center ofNΩ(j). We specifyk = 2: sharp edge
vertex clusterNΩ(SE) and corner vertex clusterNΩ(CO).
The k −means clustering generally starts from the random
initial centers of clusters, which consumes much time for
convergence of the clustering. To speed up the convergence,
we give two better starting points which have the maximal and

Algorithm 1 Normal tensor voting in multi-scale analysis.
1: // V is the set of mesh vertices
2: Initialize: m = 1,max = 4
3: for (each vertexvi in V ) do
4: while (rm < rmax) do
5: Nrm(i) = m− ring facets ofvi
6: for each facetfj ∈ Nrm(i) do
7: get covariance matrix offj
8: update tensorTrm by Eq. 1 withµ in Eq. 5
9: end for

10: compute eigenvaluesλ1, λ2 andλ3 of Trm

11: get feature measurementΩm
i by Eq. 2

12: if m ≥ 2 then
13: if Ωm

i ≥ Ω+ then
14: setvi to a feature point
15: break
16: end if
17: if Ωm

i ≤ Ω− then
18: setvi to a non-feature
19: break
20: end if
21: if Ωm

i > τΩm−1
i then

22: Ωm
i = Ωm−1

i

23: setvi to a transitional point
24: break
25: end if
26: end if
27: m = m+ 1
28: end while
29: end for

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code ofk −means clustering.
1: // S(FV ) is the set of feature vertices with size ofM
2: Initialize: k = 2; CNΩ(SE) = min(Ωvi , i = 1, . . . ,M);

CNΩ(CO) = max(Ωvi , i = 1, . . . ,M)
3: Execute:
4: for (each vertexvi in S(FV )) do
5: compute distanced1 = ||vi−CNΩ(SE)|| andd2 = ||vi−

CNΩ(CO)||
6: if d1 ≥ d2 then
7: clustervi to setNΩ(SE)
8: else
9: clustervi to setNΩ(CO)

10: end if
11: end for
12: update each cluster center by averagingΩvi in the same

cluster
13: repeat step3− 13 until all the cluster centers are steady

minimal feature measurementΩ of the feature vertices set. A
completek − means clustering is shown in Algorithm 2.
Fig. 6 shows the classification results during the denoising
procedure.

V. CONSISTENTSUBNEIGHBORHOODSEARCHING

The neighborhood of a mesh vertex may be anisotropic.
It is better to consider the consistent subneighborhoods, so
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Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4

Fig. 6. Vertex types are iteratively corrected during the denoising procedure. Red points mean corner vertices, blue points mean sharp edge vertices, and
white points mean transitional vertices.

(a) Original. (b) Impulsive noise

(c) Normal-based result (d) Tensor voting-based result

Fig. 7. Tensor voting based clustering leads to better result than normal-
based method in the presence of large scale of noise. The model is added by
impulsive noise withσE = 0.7. Red lines in (c), (d) mean detected sharp
edges.

that geometrical features of neighboring facets belongingto
the same patch are as similar as possible. In other words,
a consistent subneighborhood covers an isotropic region of
facets changing smoothly, whereas features such as sharp
edges and corners appear as discontinuities.

Mesh normals are sensitive to noise, therefore, directly
performing clustering in terms of normal similarity is not
practical. Thus, Wei et al. [11] find series of subneighborhoods
by firstly filtering mesh normals and secondly clustering
filtered mesh normals. However, small structures are blurred or
even removed when models are corrupted by heavy noise. The
denoising result on the Fandisk fragment by Wei et al. is shown
in Fig. 7(c). In contrast, we adopt the tensor voting from robust
statistics rather than directly truncate mesh normals, which
can better recover sharp features (see red lines in Fig. 7(d)).
One more example shown in Fig. 8 demonstrates that our
method can also better preserve multi-scale details. In terms
of the correspondence between the eigenvalues’ distribution
of tensor voting and the geometrical features [9], we convert
the subneighborhood searching to an energy minimization
problem, and adopt the fast clustering technique proposed in
[11] to solve such an optimization problem.

A. Energy Function

We aim to cluster the neighborhoodNf of the transitional
or feature vertexv into multiple subneighborhoodsNfi (i =
1, . . . , n) with

Nfi ∩Nfj = ∅ (i 6= j), (7)

and
n
∑

i=1

Nfi = Nf , (8)

such that the facet’s eigenvalues distribution in the same group
is as similar as possible.

We herein defineL as the normalized eigenvalue vector
(λ1, λ2, λ3) of arbitrary points on the surface. According to
the eigenvalues’ distribution, we formulate the energy function
for each mesh vertex as

E =

k
∑

i=1

∫

mi

ρ(x)L · (L − L i)dx, (9)

wherek is the cluster number, andmi denotes a cluster.ρ(x)
gives the density function.L i is the weighted average of the
surface eigenvalue vectors ofmi. EnergyE measures the total
offsets between surface eigenvalue vectors and the averaged
surface eigenvalue vector of each cluster. We need to minimize
the energy function to yield desirable clusters.

If we assume that eigenvalue vectors(λ1, λ2, λ3)s keep the
same everywhere within a facet, and usesj =

∫

fj
ρ(x)dx as

the density function of facetfj (in our case, we setsj to be
the facet area),E can be represented in a discretized form by

E =

k
∑

i=1





∑

fj∈mi

sj ‖ lj ‖
2 −

‖
∑

fj∈mi
sjlj ‖2

∑

fj∈mi
sj



 , (10)

wherelj is the eigenvalue vector of facetfj which is estimated
by averaging the eigenvalue vectors of its three associated
vertices in a normalization term. From Eq. 10, we know that
the term

∑k

i=1

(

∑

fj∈mi
sj ‖ lj ‖2

)

remains unchanged for
any kind of clustering. Thus, we only need to find appropriate
clustering to maximize energyE′:

E′ =

k
∑

i=1



‖
∑

fj∈mi

sj lj ‖
2 /

∑

fj∈mi

sj



 . (11)
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Fig. 8. Comparison to Wei et al. [11] on preserving details with multiple scales. From Left to right shows the ground truthmodel, the noisy model, the
denoising result of Wei et al, and ours. The top row visualizes the details of the models, and on the bottom row is a mean curvature visualization.

Fig. 9. The initial seed facets selection followed by [11]. Left: two facets
are selected as subneighborhoodsmi andmj from the 1-ring neighborhood
with maximal facet normal difference. Right: two facets arefirst selected as
mi andmj with maximal facet normal difference, then fix the third facet as
the third subneighborhoodmk by maximizing the averaged normal difference
from the candidate facet to the previous two facets.

B. Clustering

As mentioned in [11], the subneighborhood clustering main-
ly consists of two steps:
a) Initial subneighborhood construction. We selectn seed
facets as the initial subneighborhoods as shown in Fig. 9.
b) Clustering. We iteratively adjust the boundary edges of the
subneighborhoods to increase the energyE′ (see Fig. 10).
When the energyE′ reaches its maximum, the boundary edges
would not be changed, and the clustering terminates.

It is worth noting that two undesirable cases may emerge in
the clustering process. First, the subneighborhood is possibly
separated into disconnected parts. We can see in Fig. 11,
facet fk initially belongs to mj (left image). When it is
adjusted tomi (right image), the shape of the newmj would
be like ′ ⊲⊳′, which means a boundary vertexv of mj

exists where four boundary edges ofmj are simultaneously

(a) The test on co-boundary edge,
i.e., the blending colored edge.

(b) fk is adjusted tomi frommj .
The shape ofmj becomes′ ⊲⊳′.

Fig. 11. The special case of boundary test. The subneighborhood may fall
into disconnected parts.

associated with the vertexv. To avoid the disconnectivity,
we setE′ = 0 corresponding to this case. Such intervention
can prevent the subneighborhood from separating into several
disconnected parts, since the clustering objective is to make
the energyE′ maximized. Second, the seed facet originally
belonging to a subneighborhood is possibly adjusted to another
subneighborhood. That is because at least one feature vertex
exists in the neighborhood of the central vertex. If the seed
facet moves to another subneighborhoods, it would result in
the clustering deviating from the central vertex. We also set
E′ = 0 corresponding to this case, which stops the seed facet
movement effectively.

Efficiency. Optimization of energy 11 is very fast: 1)
the number of neighboring facets of each vertex is small,
2) the clustering just involves adding facets and adjusting
co-boundaries of subneighborhoods. In our implementation,
we storec1 =

∑

fj∈mi
sj lj and c2 =

∑

fj∈mi
sj . When

add/delete a facetfk to/from mi, we just need to add/delete
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(a) E′

1
: fk ∈ mi andfh ∈ mj . (b) E′

2
: fk ∈ mj andfh ∈ mj . (c) E′

3
: fk ∈ mi andfh ∈ mi.

Fig. 10. Comparison of energyE′ for three cases, and the one leading to maximumE′ is selected. The red and yellow line segments are the boundary edges
of mi andmj , respectively. The blending colored (one half red and one half yellow) line segments denote the co-boundary edges. The white dot means the
central vertex, and facetsfk andfh are associated with the co-boundary edgee.

the variations∆c1 = sklk and∆c2 = sk to/from c1 and c2,
respectively.

Convergence.According to Eq. 9, we know thatE ≥ 0.
Thus, from Eq. 10, we obtain that

k
∑

i=1





∑

fj∈mi

sj ‖ lj ‖
2 −

‖
∑

fj∈mi
sj lj ‖2

∑

fj∈mi
sj



 ≥ 0. (12)

And according to Eq. 11, we get that

k
∑

i=1

(
∑

fj∈mi

sj ‖ lj ‖
2)− E′ ≥ 0. (13)

Thus,

E′ ≤
k

∑

i=1

(
∑

fj∈mi

sj ‖ lj ‖
2), (14)

where
∑k

i=1(
∑

fj∈mi
sj ‖ lj ‖2) is a constant for a given

neighborhood, which will remain unchanged for any kind of
subneighborhoods clustering. In our clustering process, the
energyE′ gets larger and larger until coming to maximum.
Thus, our subneighborhoods clustering converges.

In our case, the neighborhood of each transitional or feature
vertex is clustered into a pre-specified number of patches: for
transitional and sharp edge vertex, we assume the vertex is at
an intersection betweenk = 2 consistent regions; in the case of
corner vertices,k varies between3 and6. Thus, we maximize
E′

k for each value ofk and select the value with the maximal
energyE′

k as the optimalk. As known, corner vertices are
sparse, and candidates fork are also small, the scheme for
selecting optimalk is acceptable in terms of computational
complexity. No significant increase of computational time is
observed when solving an optimal clustering for a corner
vertex.

VI. PIECEWISE MLS

After achieving vertex classification and consistent sub-
neighborhood searching, the next step is to find optimal vertex
positions to filter out noise as well as keep the original surface
geometrically faithful. We herein adopt Levin’s MLS [51] in
three reasons: 1) it is based on local computations; 2) it does
not shrink the model because it fits a high-order polynomial
to the surface; and 3) it is a robust statistics method to surface

reconstruction. The MLS defines aC2-continuity surface that
is smooth everywhere, which inevitably blurs sharp features.
Instead of fitting only one surface locally by MLS, we use
the consistent subneighborhoods to fit multiple local surfaces
that account forC1 continuities, leading to the piecewise
MLS definition. The piecewise MLS provides an untraditional
geometry assumption that the underlying surface of a noisy
mesh is piecewise smooth rather than smooth everywhere.
Thus, it finds a better fit to an object that sharp features are
preserved when removing noise, as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Left: Levin’s MLS [51] assumes the underlying surface of a noisy
mesh is smooth everywhere using the entire neighborhood, leading to feature
blurring. Right: We define a piecewise smooth surface using the consistent
subneighborhoods, with the capability of feature preservation.

As known, mesh denoising is related to feature-preserving
surface reconstruction from noisy point data. We may consider
intuitively that the proposed piecewise MLS is similar to
other improved MLS methods, such as iRMLS [43]. Here we
distinguish the two methods: iRMLS can fit data with multiple
structures. It uses the heuristic to estimate the noise scale,
which however requires point data to be densely sampled and
without varying thickness, which produces less than satisfac-
tory results, e.g., near sharp features as a result of under-
sampling (jagged edges). The comparison is shown in Fig.
13 where iRMLS produces unpromising results around sharp
edges. In contrast, we assume the consistent regions have been
known before performing MLS, rather than simultaneously
detect the consistent regions and perform surface fitting. The
best candidate region for MLS by our method is fixed by multi-
scale tensor voting and consistent subneighborhood searching,
leading to satisfactory denoising results.

In detail, for facet vertices, since there is a single group
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Fig. 13. Left: iRMLS [43] results in less than satisfactory result. Right: Our
piecewise MLS produces denoising result with sharp features consistently
preserved.

of the neighborhood, we directly use Levin’s MLS to fit a
surface to the neighborhood, and then project the central vertex
along its normal vector onto the
surface as the new position of
the vertex. For other vertices, we
perform MLS on each consis-
tent subneighborhoods, then we
take an average on all projection
points as the new position of the
vertex. Taking the right image
as an example, surface fitting by
MLS is performed on each sub-
neighborhood (e.g., onsk andsj
respectively), and the new position of mesh vertexvi, i.e., v′i,
is calculated by averaging the projection points ofvi (along
its normal direction) ontosk andsj , i.e., pij andpik.

VII. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To validate the effectiveness of our algorithm in removing
noise and preserving sharp features simultaneously, we com-
pare our approach against several popular and more recent
techniques, namely, surface reconstruction methods including
Levin’s MLS [51], and Sheung et al.’s iRMLS [43]; denoising
methods covering Fleishman et al.’s bilateral mesh filter [35],
Sun et al.’s unilateral normal filter [30], He et al.’sl0 mini-
mization method [41], Wei et al.’s bi-normal filter [11], Zheng
et al.’s bilateral normal filter [38], Zhang and Wu’s mesh
denoising method [4], Wu et al.’s method [3], and Zhang and
Deng et al.’s guided normal filter [40].

To demonstrate the flexibility of tested algorithms, models
used are either from scanning devices or clean data added with
artificial noise, such as additive impulsive noise, and random
Gaussian noise generated by a zero-mean Gaussian function
with standard deviationσE proportional to the average edge
length of the input mesh.

Parameters.We fine-tune the parameters of all approaches
to produce visually promising results. Unlike other approach-
es, ours does not require to adjust parameters frequently (pre-
fixed), e.g., in two degenerated cases (nearly impossible),1)
the method degenerates to Levin’s MLS when all vertices are
clustered in non-features; and 2) the method preserves fea-
tures while removing noise when all vertices are clustered in
corners (noise is randomly distributed, the subneighborhoods
of pseudo-features are consistent with each other, while the
subneighborhoods of real features are not).

In particular, the parameters involved in our method consist
of feature measurement thresholds,Ω−, Ω+, andτ in vertex
classification, and the user-defined thresholdǫ in piecewise
MLS. We usually setΩ− = 0.03, Ω+ = 0.13, and τ = 1.4
for models with low-level (i.e.,σE ≤ 20% of mean edge
length) artificial noise. For heavy noise, we can assignΩ− =
0.1, andΩ+ = 0.24, which behave well for all experiments.
The thresholdǫ measuring the hausdorff distance between two
successive denoising surfaces is set to be10−3.

A. Visual Comparisons

Firstly, our method is less sensitive to the sampling rate
and sampling irregularity than the selected methods, and thus
perform better to maintain fidelity at regions with different
sampling. Fig. 1 and 14 (up row) show the denoising results
of the dodecahedron model and the block model. Both are first
subdivided locally at three specially chosen regions, and then
contaminated by additive impulsive noise (the former) and
Gaussian noise (the later) respectively. We exploit different
denoising schemes on them to check their capability in dealing
with irregular surface sampling at regions with different geo-
metric features. We notice that, for the dodecahedron model,
all approaches can remove noise effectively. But from the
highlighted region around a corner, we know both compared
methods could not recover the corner. In contrast, our method
is less influenced by irregular surface sampling, such that the
corner is recovered. For the block model, we note that the four
compared methods more or less introduce additional artifacts,
e.g., vertex drifts, while our scheme avoids these artifacts.

Secondly, we perform experiments on complicated models
in Fig. 14 (middle and bottom rows) with varieties of sharp
features, abundant shallow features, as well as smooth areas.
From the zoom-in views, our approach can produce more
desirable results where geometric features at various sizes are
well preserved.

Thirdly, our approach preserves/recovers sharp features in a
better way, especially when heavy noise exists, compared to
two recent bilateral normal filters. Fig. 15 shows the denoising
results of the noisy ateneam model and joint model. Both
have sharp corners and many curved edges, which are hard
to be preserved exactly. Our approach outperforms them in
sharp feature preservation, in addition to its capability of noise
removal.

Lastly, we tested several methods on real scanned data
as shown in Fig. 16. The first two models are acquired by
laser scanner and the third one by Microsoft Kinect. All
methods can remove noise effectively, but the degrees of
geometry structure preservation are different. Moreover,we
also performed MLS and iRMLS, as shown in Fig. 12, 13 for
comparison.

B. Quantitative Evaluations

From the visual comparisons shown above we can infer that,
in general, our approach outperforms existing approaches.To
distinguish them objectively, numerical criterion are adopted.
In detail, to weigh up fidelity of the denoising results relative
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Fig. 14. Denoising for models with irregular surface sampling (top row) and multi-scale structures. From left column toright: the ground truth models, the
noisy models (the first model with impulsive noise ofσE = 0.45), the second and third models with Gaussian noise ofσE = 0.3 andσE = 0.2 respectively),
denoising results from Fleishman et al. [35], Sun et al. [30], He et al. [41], Wei et al. [11], and ours.

Fig. 15. Denoising for models with non-uniform surface sampling (the first model) and sharp features (the second model).From left column to right: the
ground truth models, the noisy models (the first model with Gaussian noise ofσE = 0.15), the second with Gaussian noise ofσE = 0.3.), denoising results
from Zheng et al. [38] (local), Zheng et al. [38] (global), Zhang et al. [40], and ours.
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Fig. 16. Denoising of raw data. From left column to right: rawdata (the first two models are obtained by laser scanning device, and the last obtained by
Microsoft Kinect), denoising results from Fleishman et al.[35], Sun et al. [30], He et al. [41], Wei et al. [11], and ours.

to the underlying surface, we calculate 1) the average dis-
tanceDmean (vertex-to-vertex based), 2) the maximal distance
Dmax (vertex-to-vertex based), and 3) the Hausdorff distance
DH (surface-to-surface based), all from the denoising surface
to the ground truth model. Fig. 17 shows detailed statisticsof
these error metrics. We notice that, no matter dealing with the
CAD-like model (block) or the general models with abundant
structures (bunny and merlion), our approach results in smaller
errors, indicating that our approach yields a closer surface
relative to the underlying surface.

C. Computational Time

Our method consists of three steps. In the first step, the
multi-scale normal tensor voting is efficient as the single-scale
tensor voting, because we only require simple computation
that involves solely tensor addition and eigen-analysis. In the
second step, because of only small sizes of neighborhood
participated, our clustering scheme for neighborhood decom-
position is also fast. In the third step, the MLS is performed
on the piecewise smooth patch which converges faster than
the traditional MLS. The total time the proposed algorithm
is acceptable for most models. For example, on a PC with
Intel Xeon CPU 3.50GHz*2 and 8GB RAM, the time for
models block (Vertices: 8771; Faces: 12550), bunny (14290,
28576) and merlion (126837, 253414) is 1.2s, 2.3s and 55s,
respectively.

Limitations. First, we adopt a cascaded operation which is
time-consuming for large models. Second, like many other de-
noising techniques, we also filter out small geometry structures
in the presence of extremely severe noise.

VIII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented an effective algorithm
for feature-preserving mesh denoising based on multi-scale

normal tensor voting. It is less sensitive to irregular surface
sampling than previous techniques. These advantages come
from a naturally cascaded operation on the noisy surface
mesh. Experiments and numerical analysis demonstrate that
our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches. Ad-
ditionally, our algorithm is flexibly adaptable to other data
source (e.g., point clouds). In future, we will implement
our approach on GPU for acceleration, and combine prior
knowledge for handling tiny geometry details.
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